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I can choose the best option(s) 
raise, find

choices

to recruit my interest in the 

learning experience.
assignment
homework
project
test

Motivated             Purposeful
EXPERT LEARNERS

Options recruiting interest

challenge that 
lets me show 
my personal 

best



I can stay focused and motivated 

what I am trying to learnKeep trying

to work toward the learning goal. 

pay atten
tion to or 

concentra
te on

excited
inspired

Motivated             Purposeful
EXPERT LEARNERS

Options for sustaining 
effort & persistence
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Motivated             Purposeful
EXPERT LEARNERS

Options for self-regulation

I can determine what I need to 

regulate my learning.  

decide

This

That

control

check up on

manage

to get and use 
information to grow 

talent or ability
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Resourceful           Knowledgeable
EXPERT LEARNERS

Options for perception

I can choose the best means of 

getting information in order to  

reach the goal. 

ways or tools

what I am trying to learn

so that I can

challenge that 
lets me show 
my personal 

best
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Resourceful           Knowledgeable
EXPERT LEARNERS

Options for language, mathematical 
expressions & symbols

I use different ways to learn 

language, mathematical expressions 

and symbols. 

ways to write in 
math

pictures that stand for 
something elseletters, words, phrases

(abc, こんにちは, ¿Como estas?)

2(a+7)(a-3)
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Resourceful           Knowledgeable
EXPERT LEARNERS

Options for comprehension

I can relate new learning to what I

already know or to what I am able 

new 
information

to do. make a 
connection 

hola = hello 
= picture/image 3x2=6   =  

. . .

. . . 

I get it!
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Strategic            Goal-oriented
EXPERT LEARNERS

Options for physical action

I can choose the best tool(s) to

navigate and interact with the  

learning experience.
assignment
homework
project
test

challenge that lets me show my 
personal best

anything that 
helps me to 

make or learn

steer, guide, control connect, relate, act together
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Strategic            Goal-oriented
EXPERT LEARNERS

Options for expression & communication

I choose and create an appropriate

learning product to show that I have 

not too hard and not 

too easy...just right!

something I 
make to 

show what 
I know

make

met the goal. 
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Strategic            Goal-oriented
EXPERT LEARNERS

Options for executive function

I can set goals and use feedback

to reflect on my goals and direct 

something that 

someone tells me to 

help me get better

thinking 
about my 

work

guide,
lead

What I 
am 

trying to 
learn.

my own learning. 
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